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ABSTRACT

Solar flares and coronal mass ejections are associated with rapid changes in field connectivity and are powered by
the partial dissipation of electrical currents in the solar atmosphere. A critical unanswered question is whether the cur-
rents involved are induced by the motion of preexisting atmospheric magnetic flux subject to surface plasma flows or
whether these currents are associated with the emergence of flux from within the solar convective zone. We address
this problem by applying state-of-the-art nonlinear force-free field (NLFFF) modeling to the highest resolution and
quality vector-magnetographic data observed by the recently launchedHinode satellite on NOAA AR 10930 around
the time of a powerful X3.4 flare. We compute 14 NLFFFmodels with four different codes and a variety of boundary
conditions. We find that the model fields differ markedly in geometry, energy content, and force-freeness. We discuss
the relative merits of these models in a general critique of present abilities to model the coronal magnetic field based
on surface vector field measurements. For our application in particular, we find a fair agreement of the best-fit model
field with the observed coronal configuration, and argue (1) that strong electrical currents emerge together with mag-
netic flux preceding the flare, (2) that these currents are carried in an ensemble of thin strands, (3) that the global
pattern of these currents and of field lines are compatible with a large-scale twisted flux rope topology, and (4) that the
�1032 erg change in energy associated with the coronal electrical currents suffices to power the flare and its associated
coronal mass ejection.

Subject headinggs: Sun: activity — Sun: corona — Sun: flares — Sun: magnetic fields

Online material: extended figures, FITS files, mpeg animations

1. INTRODUCTION

Solar flares and coronalmass ejections derive their energy from
electrical currents that run through the solar outer atmosphere.
There is growing evidence that the strong electrical currents in-
volved in major flaring tend to emerge embedded within mag-
netic flux after being generated within the solar convection zone,
rather than being induced by the displacement of preexisting
magnetic flux by plasma flows on the surface (e.g., Leka et al.
1996; Wheatland 2000; Démoulin et al. 2002b, 2002a; Falconer
et al. 2002; Leka & Barnes 2003a, 2003b; Schrijver et al. 2005;
Wiegelmann et al. 2005; Régnier & Canfield 2006; Jing et al.
2006; Schrijver 2007). The high-resolution vector-magnetographic
capabilities of the recently launched Hinode satellite and the ad-
vances in computational capabilities to model and analyze the
atmospheric magnetic fields based on these surface field mea-
surements should enable us to make significant advances in ad-
dressing this problem.

Aside from flares and eruptive events, the magnetic field in the
solar corona evolves slowly as it responds to changes in the sur-
face field, implying that the electromagnetic Lorentz forces in this
low-� environment are relatively weak and that any electrical
currents that exist must be essentially parallel or antiparallel to
the magnetic field wherever the field is not negligible. The prob-
lem of determining the coronal field and its embedded electrical
currents thus leads to the problem of reconstructing the three-
dimensional magnetic field from the observed boundary condi-
tions, without having to deal with the effects of plasma forces on
that field.

The vertical component of coronal electrical currents entering
the corona from below the photosphere can in principle be de-
duced from the tangential components of the vector magnetic
field at the base of the corona. When combined with the vertical
magnetic field component and the condition that there are at most
small Lorentz forces (i.e., that the field is ‘‘force-free’’), the re-
sulting model for the current-carrying coronal field is commonly
referred to as a nonlinear force-free (NLFF) field. Modeling such
a field is in itself a difficult problem that requires that a number
of steps be taken successfully, as outlined below (see also, e.g.,
Sakurai 1989; McClymont et al. 1997; Amari et al. 1997).

First, the measured polarization signals need to be inverted to
form a vector magnetogram, which requires detailed models of
radiative transport of polarized light through the solar atmosphere.

Second, the procedure involves resolving an intrinsic 180�

ambiguity in the components perpendicular to the line of sight,
which result from a degeneracy of the polarization properties. As
the electrical currents that penetrate the photosphere are carried
by compact flux tubes or potentially by fine structures within
sunspots, knowledge of the small-scale gradients in the field
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components tangential to the solar surface is critical. Several pro-
cedures have been developed to address this problem (see x 2 for
select references), all of which involve a subjective choice, either
on how to deal with discontinuities interactively or onwhat func-
tional to use in an automated iterative procedure.

Third, the Lorentz forces at the base of the corona (caused by
buoyancy forces and drag forces from surface plasma flows) must
be dealt with, because formally the assumption that currents and
field are collinear is valid only above the lower chromosphere
(Metcalf et al. 1995), where the plasma-� lies well below unity
at least within the strong-field core of active regions. This step,
often referred to as preprocessing, also involves subjective choices
about how the field may be modified to remove net forces and
torques while smoothing and tilting the observed vector field. A

parallel study by Wiegelmann et al. (2008) confirms the expec-
tation byMetcalf et al. (2008) based on amodel test case that suc-
cessful preprocessing distorts the observed photospheric field to
an approximation of the chromospheric field.
Fourth, the NLFF field computation requires a numerical code

to determine a coronal field that is compatible with the observed
boundary condition. This, too, involves choices about the itera-
tion scheme itself and about the application of boundary and ini-
tial conditions. All of these affect the outcome, even in the case
of ‘‘perfect knowledge,’’ as shown by the tests performed by
Schrijver et al. (2006) and Metcalf et al. (2008).
In a series of precursor studies, we have addressed the above

set of problems (e.g., Metcalf 1994; Wiegelmann et al. 2006;
Schrijver et al. 2006; Amari et al. 2006; Metcalf et al. 2008 and
references therein). We here proceed with an application of the
developed methodology to state-of-the-art solar observations.

2. OBSERVATIONS

The Solar Optical Telescope (SOT) on board the Hinode
spacecraft (Kosugi et al. 2007) observed NOAA AR 10930 in
the chromospheric Ca ii H channel and in the near-photospheric
G band, while also obtaining magnetogram sequences for over
a week with near-continuous coverage (see Figs. 1 and 2; the re-
gion’s evolution is also described by, e.g., Zhang et al. 2007). These
and other observations show thatNOAAAR10930 exhibited only
B- and C-class flares from 2006 December 08 through 2006
December 13, when an X3.4 flare, peaking in soft X-rays at

Fig. 1.—Chromosphere, corona, and magnetic field of NOAA AR 10930.
(a) The 320 ; 320 pixel footprint of the full model volume for the NLFFF codes
(itself surrounded by a much larger skirt of a line-of-sight magnetic map). The
largest square is the 224 ; 224 pixel area (with sides of 101 Mm) used for the
energy estimates and is shown in (bYd ) and in Figs. 3 and 4. The smaller square
shows the footprint shown in Fig. 2. (a) Time-averaged Hinode /XRT soft X-ray
image. Individual loops traced on this image or on a TRACE 195 8 image (not
shown here) are represented in green; the best-matching model field lines for
the Whþpp model field are shown in purple. Numbers identify the characteristic
signatures in the field that were used in the subjective assessment of the goodness
of fit, as discussed in x 3. (b) Chromospheric Ca ii H image for the onset phase of
the flare. (c) PreflareHinode/SOT SPBz on 2006Dec. 12 around 21UT. Contours
show the vertically integrated energy density in the Whþpp field minus that of the
potential field; the white contour lies near the maximum value and the green
contour at half that. (d) PostflareHinode/SOT SPBz on 2006Dec. 13 around 4UT.
Contours are as in (b). (e, f ) Maps of the vertical current density jz corresponding
to the pre- and postflare maps shown in (c) and (d), respectively. The color scale
for the bottom four panels runs from blue (negative) to red (positive), saturating
into black or white, respectively.

Fig. 2.—Time series of magnetograms showing the evolution of the line-
of-sight magnetic field as observed by the Hinode SOT with the NFI at 4 hr in-
tervals prior to the X3.4 flare. Coordinates (with north up and—by solar physics
convention—west toward the right) are in pixels of 0.1600 each; the area shown
covers the central 10% of the footprint of the NLFF field model volume (compare
the smallest square in Fig. 1a to its full field of view). Note that the NFI magne-
tograph signal is nonmonotonic, disappearing in the umbrae of the two spots. Panel
(d ) shows in red the brightest segments of the flare ribbons seen in the Ca ii H
channel at 02:16:39UT (cf. Fig. 1b); it also outlines the brightest quiescent kernel
in soft X-rays seen by the Hinode XRT at the same time ( green contour) and the
brightest coronal structure (black contour; cf. Fig. 1a). The latter two are repeated
in (c), taken close to the time of the preflare vector magnetogram obtained by the
spectropolarimeter. Themagnetic information in that panel has been replaced by the
line-of-sight integral of the vector normof the electrical currents (cf. Fig. 4a) within
the blue contour, which is where these currents are strongest. Associated with this
figure is an mpeg animation in the electronic edition of the Astrophysical Journal
showing the magnetogram evolution over the full field of view.
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2:40 UT, ended this relatively quiet period. At the time of the
flare, the region was at 23

�
west and 5

�
south of disk center and,

thus, well positioned for vector-magnetographic observations.
If we look at this earliest phase in the flare, the very first

brightenings in the chromosphere (in Ca ii H) are visible at
02:04 UT over a pair of converging concentrations of opposite
sign in the line-of-sight magnetic field (at position A in Fig. 2d ).
Twelve minutes later, three flare ribbons are evident over opposite
line-of-sight magnetic polarity (Fig. 1b), at position E and at the
penumbral edges at positions B and D in Fig. 2c. Such flare rib-
bons are commonly interpreted as the sites where energetic flare
particles impact the lower atmosphere, thereby identifying the pho-
tospheric endpoints of the field lines on which these particles are
accelerated during the energization of the flare. Hinode’s X-ray
telescope (XRT) observed an early bright soft X-ray feature over
the first chromospheric brightening (near E in Fig. 2c). The eastY
west bright X-ray ridge (below the center in Fig. 1a) straddles the
emerging flux ends on the northern early flare ribbon near posi-
tion B in Fig. 2c and on the southern one near position D around
02 : 15UT. The overlying higher arched loops do not exhibit bright
ribbons until approximately 2 : 30 UT (at positions C and near D
in Fig. 2c); conversion of its excess energy into particle kinetic
energy apparently starts only some 25 minutes after the first im-
pulsive energy conversion.

In the days leading up to the X3.4 flare, the main changes in
NOAA AR 10930 comprised a strong eastward motion of the
smaller, southern sunspot relative to its larger neighbor to the north.
Flux emergence between the two spots, as well as in the areawest
of that, continued strongly from the early hours of 2006 Decem-
ber 10 through the second half of 2006December 14. Toward the
end of that period, the southern spot was moving rapidly east-
ward, while multiple ridges of both polarities showed up between
the northern and southern spots, some even forming interpen-
umbral connections. Snapshots of four Hinode magnetograms
taken with the Narrowband Filter Imager (NFI) are shown in
Figure 2. Note that the NFI signal is highly nonlinear within the
spot umbrae, where the very strong field causes the signal to fade
back to zero; this does not happen in the spectrum-based vector-
magnetographic spectropolarimeter (SP) data (described below)
that we use as input for our NLFFF methods. We show a selec-
tion of the NFI images here, because they are part of amovie (see
below) with magnetograms taken at a cadence of two minutes,
whereas there is an interval of 8 hr between the SP maps before
and after the flare.

Figure 2 shows only a small area around the sunspots at 4 hr
intervals up to the start of the X3.4 flare. These panels suggest
relatively little change over time. The overall appearance, in fact,
changes so little that we use the bottom two panels to show the
detailed positions of the early flare ribbons and themodeled elec-
trical currents described in detail below. But the field is, in fact,
very dynamic; successive generations of ridges and concentra-
tions of flux form and disappear along the region between the
spots and in the spots’ adjacent penumbrae. This evolution can
be seen in an eight day movie in the electronic edition (Fig. 2),
with two minutes between successive magnetograms (shown
rebinned to a 1000 ; 500 pixel movie at 1/4 of the full instru-
mental resolution).13

The evolution of the emerging field between the spots is char-
acterized by the frequent occurrence of opposite-polarity ridges,
either next to each other, offset along their length, or separated by
a strip of weaker line-of-sight field. Such nearly parallel strands

are a characteristic signature of emerging flux bundles that carry
currents along their core [see, e.g., Fig. 2 in Magara (2006) for
simulations of an emerging flux rope]. Such fibril electrical cur-
rents cause themagnetic field to spiral about the axis of a flux rope,
so that when this flux rope breaches the solar surface, two ridges
are observed where the spiraling field points upward and down-
ward in twomostly parallel ridges in close proximity on either side
of the rope’s axis. We return to this point in the discussion of the
model field.

In addition to the filtergram sequences, the SOT SP obtained
maps of the central regions of NOAAAR 10930 before and after
the X3.4 flare. A preflare map was obtained between 20 : 30 UT
and 21 :15 UTon 2006 December 12 and a subsequent postflare
map between 3 : 40 UT and 4 : 40 UT on the next day; both have
0.300 pixels and span 1024 steps with 512 pixels along the northY
southYoriented slit.

These Hinode SP data were prepared by the standard
‘‘SP_PREP’’ (B. W. Lites et al. 2008, in preparation) available
through SolarSoft, and the resulting polarization spectra were in-
verted to a vectormagnetic fieldmap using anUnno-Rachkovsky
inversion with a Milne-Eddington atmosphere (Skumanich &
Lites 1987; Lites & Skumanich 1990; Lites et al. 1993). Pixels
with a net polarization below the threshold required for full in-
version, but still with measurable Stokes V, are treated in the fol-
lowing manner. A longitudinal flux density is derived (see, e.g.,
Lites et al. 2008), and assuming that the field in these regions is
in fact radially directed, the observing angle allows the azimuths
and inclinations to be determined in the observer’s frame. In this
manner, less than 0.5% of the pixels in the map are undetermined
and discontinuities due to the thresholds are minimized.

The vector magnetic field maps are then subjected to an am-
biguity resolution approach which uses simulated annealing to
minimize a functional of the electric current density and divergence-
free condition (Metcalf 1994). The algorithm applied includes
the enhancements described in Metcalf et al. (2006) and was the
top-performing automated method among those compared in that
same study. The ambiguity resolution appears to work success-
fully for most of the field of view and leaves only a few very small
patches where the transverse field changes discontinuously. We
cannot tell whether these patches are artifacts or real and, conse-
quently, do not attempt to remove them from the processed vector
field. The vertical components of the SP vector magnetic field
before and after the flare are shown in Figures 1c and 1d, respec-
tively. Maps of the vertical current density, jz, are shown in Fig-
ures 1e and 1 f; we note that the overall currents are balanced to
within 0.7% in the field of view, while the currents within each
polarity reveal a net current between the field polarities of ap-
proximately 20% for positive Bz and 15% in the negative polarity.
The line-of-sight components of the central area as measured by
the NFI are shown enlarged in Figure 2. We note that the polarity
patterns seen in the filter-based NFI data match those in the
spectrum-based SP vector magnetograms (the latter are available
in the electronic edition of this paper14), as expected for subsonic
flows affecting fields observed at 120 m8 away from the line-
center position at 6302 8.

We embedded the Hinode/SP maps in a much larger, lower
resolutionSOHOMichelsonDoppler Imager (Scherrer et al. 1995)
line-of-sightmagnetogram in order to incorporate information on
flux outside the SP map, subject to the current-free (potential)
approximation. In order to be able to apply the NLFF codes with
present computational resources, the data are rebinned 2 ; 2 to

13 The movie is also available at http://www.lmsal.com/�schryver /NLFFF/
HinodeNFI_X3.4.mov. A smaller version covering a 2 hr interval around the
flare is also available.

14 FITS files are also available at http://www.lmsal.com/�schryver /NLFFF/;
the file contents are described in the FITS header comment field.
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0.6300 pixels. A Green’s function potential field (Metcalf et al.
2008) is computed for the entire expanded area to serve as an
initial condition and as side and upper boundary conditions (where
applicable for the methods; see Metcalf et al. 2008). The central
area of 150 Mm ; 150 Mm (20300 ; 20300 or 320 ; 320 pixels) is
extracted for modeling, together with the corresponding poten-
tial field cube over 256 vertical pixels.

3. NLFFF MODELING

We apply the fourNLFFfield algorithms described in Schrijver
et al. (2006) and, where modified, by Metcalf et al. (2008): the
weighted optimization algorithm byWiegelmann (2004), the uni-
formlyweighted optimizationmodel as implemented byMcTiernan
(Wheatland et al. 2000), themagnetofrictional code byValori et al.
(2005), and the current-field interaction method by Wheatland
(2006, 2007 and references therein). For the Wheatland method,
three solutions are computed with different boundary conditions
on vertical current; currents are chosen from regions with positive
vertical field Bz, from regions with negative vertical field, and
based on an average of those two.

Apart fromworking with the observed (disambiguated) vector
fields, we also apply preprocessing to the lower boundary vector
field. This removes net magnetic forces and torques which should
not exist in the model. The preprocessing is performed with a
method devised by Metcalf et al. (2008) which leaves Bz un-
changed and one by Wiegelmann et al. (2006) which allows all
field components to change. Both of these are applied with and
without spatial smoothing. The characteristic value of the rms dif-
ference between observed and preprocessed values for Bx;y are
�15% of the standard deviation inBx;y. A summary of these pre-
processing algorithms is included in Metcalf et al. (2008).

The work by Metcalf et al. (2008) showed that the additional
step of preprocessing the observed photospheric vector magnetic
data resulted in amarked improvement in the agreement between
the resultingNLFFF extrapolations and theirmodel referencefield.

They argue that this result likely stems from the fact that the pre-
processed photospheric field is a good approximation of the cor-
responding chromospheric field, where the Lorentz forces are
muchweaker. This is confirmed byWiegelmann et al. (2008) in a
detailed evaluation of the preprocessing process. As in the earlier
study, we find here that the best fits are obtained for preprocessed
data. We return to this topic in x 4.
Using these algorithms, we obtain 14 distinct model fields,

summarized in Table 1.We use two different measures to identify
the model that best fits the observed corona and one that iden-
tifies the most internally consistent force-free field; all of these
identify the same model field as ‘‘best.’’
A subjective goodness of fit is provided visually by comparing

the TRACE and Hinode/XRT images with the computed field
lines and assessing the match for five characteristic signatures of
the field, labeled in Figure 1a as follows: (1) the sheared arcade
between the spots, (2) the eastern arch of loops around the south-
ern spot, (3) the low, nearly horizontal field west of the southern
spot, (4) the arcade high over that horizontal field, and (5) the
absence of shear around the emerging flux northwest of the north-
ern spot. Table 1 shows the model fields ordered by the resulting
metricQm: each good or poor correspondence contributes a bonus
or penalty to the metric of +1 or �1, respectively, while an am-
biguous correspondence is not weighed in the value of Qm. Only
the Wheatland positive-field solution (Wh

þ
pp) applied to a pre-

processed lower boundary (including spatial smoothing) success-
fully reproduces all five of these features.15

A second, objectivemeasure for the goodness of fit is based on
finding field lines in the models that best match a set of identified
coronal loops in the Hinode/XRT and TRACE coronal images
and computing the deviation between these in projection against

TABLE 1

Metrics for the Field Extrapolations, in Order of Quality Q Based on the Visual Correspondence to the Coronal Preflare Image

Preflare: 2006 Dec. 12 Postflare: 2006 Dec. 13

Model
1 Qm

2 E/Ep;pre
3 CW sin �4 hj fi ji ; 1085 E/Ep;pre CW sin � hj fi ji ; 108

Whþpp .......................................... 5 1.32 0.24 3.6 1.19 0.18 2.0

Whþnp .......................................... 3 1.10 0.27 3.9 1.23 0.27 4.6

Wiewp ......................................... 3 1.09 0.35 19 1.18 0.32 13

Valpp........................................... 3 1.10 0.28 230 1.27 0.31 190

Wh0pp .......................................... 2 1.04 0.28 3.0 1.53 0.27 3.7

Wiens .......................................... 2 1.04 0.43 22 1.13 0.39 30

Valnp........................................... 2 0.88 0.29 220 0.99 0.34 210

Wienp.......................................... 1 0.95 0.43 24 1.04 0.39 27

Wiepp.......................................... 0 1.05 0.44 18 1.15 0.39 21

McTpp......................................... 0 1.01 0.61 29 1.07 0.59 25

Wh0np .......................................... �1 1.03 0.27 2.5 1.12 0.23 2.6

Wh�np .......................................... �1 1.04 0.25 2.9 1.11 0.24 2.9

Wh�pp .......................................... �1 1.05 0.27 3.2 1.16 0.19 2.2

McTnp ......................................... �2 0.95 0.64 26 1.00 0.61 24

Potential ..................................... �3 1 . . . 0.8 1.04 . . . 0.8

1 Models: Wh: Wheatland; Wie: Wiegelmann; Val: Valori; McT: McTiernan; +,�, 0: based on positive or negative Bz, or both, respectively; np: no
preprocessing; ns: preprocessed without smoothing; pp: preprocessing including smoothing; wp: Wiegelmann’s preprocessing and smoothing.

2 Quality of fit by visual inspection for five features: a good or poor correspondence for each feature adds +1 or�1, respectively, to the total value;
an ambiguous correspondence adds 0.

3 Energy, relative to the energy in the preflare potential field model.
4 Current-weighted value of sin �, where � is the angle between the electrical current and the magnetic field in the model solution.
5 The unsigned mean over all pixels i in the comparison volume of the absolute fractional flux change j fi j ¼ j(: = B)ij/(6jBji/�x), where�x is the

grid spacing (cf. Wheatland et al. 2000).

15 Renderings of seven of the NLFFF models and of the potential field ex-
trapolation for the preprocessed preflare fields are shown in the electronic edition
(see Fig. 3). These images are also available at http://www.lmsal.com/�schryver/
NLFFF/.
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the solar disk. Coronal observations of NOAA AR 10930 were
made bothwithHinode’s XRTusing its thin-Be/open filter wheel
setting and with TRACE (Handy et al. 1999) in its 195 8 pass-
band, both with 100 pixels. In order to increase the signal-to-noise
level, we use the geometric mean of sets of exposures, as shown
in Figure 1a, for loop tracing. These loop traces are then compared
to 100 field lines computed for each of the model fields with
starting points distributed within the modeled volume along the
line of sight through the midpoint of each traced loop i. For each
of these field lines, we compute the area contained between the
corresponding loop trace and the field line projected against the
plane of the sky; this area Ai is bounded by line segments that
connect the ends of the traced loops to the nearest points on the
projected field lines. The field lines with the lowest value for Ai

are selected as the best-fit field lines for each traced loop. The
model field with the lowest total value

P
i min(Ai) for the set of

traced loops is identified as the best model. Formally, the best-
fittingmodel field is again theWhþ

pp solution, but Figure 1a shows
that the correspondence between the model field and corona is
far from perfect—we return to this issue in x 4.

A final criterion is based on the consistency of the model field
with the properties of a truly force-free field; the Whþ

pp solution
also has the lowest residual Lorentz forces (as measured by a
current-weighted angle between magnetic field and electrical cur-
rent), while being among the solutions with the lowest average
absolute divergence of the model field (both of these metrics
should equal zero for a perfect field). Table 1 lists the values of
these metrics. Note that the metrics for field divergence are
naturally grouped by NLFFF algorithm type.

In the present study, the Wheatland Whþ
pp model outperforms

that of the weighted optimization algorithm byWiegelmann that
provided the best solutions in our earlier two trial studies (Schrijver
et al. 2006; Metcalf et al. 2008). Based on this single application,
we cannot identify why the Whþ

pp model performs best. In fact,
we note that the current-field iteration procedure does not con-
verge to a fixed field for any of the various boundary conditions,
but rather oscillates. The code was run for 20 iterations in each
case, at which stage the field is still changing at successive itera-
tions (on average by 2% in the vector norm), although the energy
was found to vary only slowly over the final iterations. We note
that this was also seen for an analysis of test fields for a similar
Grad-RubinYbased method by Amari et al. (2006). Despite this,
the Whþ

pp model is still the best model field. We expect that it
performs best among the otherWheatland solutions owing to the
following property: the Wheatland code requires that no electri-
cal currents leave the volume. As the lower boundary vector field
overdetermines the solution, the code uses the boundary current
information either where Bz is positive or where it is negative,
and then only where the field strength exceeds 5% of the max-
imum value and where the horizontal field changes its azimuth
by less than 120

�
between neighboring pixels (this criterion is

intended to limit the spurious currents associated with incorrect
disambiguations of the perpendicular field component). The field
lines with Bz > 0 primarily emanate from the smaller, southern
spot, which mostly close within the volume without major prob-
lems. This allows the Whþ

pp solution to achieve a highest fidelity
representation of the real coronal field, in marked contrast to the
Wh

�
pp solution for Bz < 0, in which the field is highly distorted.

In a comparison with other methods, we note that the
Wiegelmann and McTiernan algorithms attempt to find a solu-
tion by minimizing a functional that includes a nonzero diver-
gence of the magnetic field (and, thus, indirectly a source for
electrical currents). Thus, magnetic flux and electrical currents
can originate within the model’s volume, in particular near the

lower boundary where many of the currents of interest run. Sim-
ilarly, the Valori code can allow for higher values in the field’s
divergence in the attempt of attaining lower residual Lorentz forces.
The Wheatland code makes use of a vector potential and, thus,
has an intrinsically low divergence (compare the values in the fifth
and eight columns in Table 1; see alsoWheatland 2007).Whereas
this yields a model field that best meets the formal requirement
of being force-free, one might have expected that the artificial
sources would provide other methods additional freedom to find
a better matching field. But it apparently does not.

We defer further discussion of the relative performance of the
various methods to a later study, in which the effects of different
base vector magnetic fields and instrumental fields of view need
to be compared for a much larger sample of observations which,
at present, does not yet exist. We can add one observation on the
potential effect of the field of view. TheWhþ

pp algorithmwas also
applied to a vector field footprint extended westward to include
the relatively small amount of flux in the leading part of the region
that appears to be involved in the posteruption arcade. This ex-
tension makes the footprint twice as wide and required lowering
the model volume by a factor of 2 to maintain the demand on
computermemory. TheWh

þ
pp preflaremodel field for this extended

footprint is very similar to the model field discussed above, both
in terms of field lines and in terms of electrical currents, although
the free energy is lower by some 5%.We conclude that our infer-
ences discussed below about the preflare field configuration are
not affected significantly by our choice of the field of view. The
Whþ

pp model for the extended postflare configuration did not con-
verge; that aspect will require substantial further study.

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The best-fit Whþ
pp model NLFF field suggests that, prior to the

flare, the strongest electrical currents run between the main spot
groups. These currents connect the penumbrae through filamen-
tary currents that arch up to h � 12 Mm over low-lying current
strands that lie within h � 6Mmover the emerging field between
the spots. Not surprisingly, the bulk of the free energy (i.e., the
energy in excess of that of the minimum-energy state given by
the purely potential field) is associated with these electrical cur-
rents (Figs. 1c, 1d, and 2). The main current strands connect
footpoints that are well separated and that traverse a substantial
distance over and along the region of emerging flux between the
spots. They connect the emerged and emerging flux adjacent
to the southern spot to the umbra of the northern spot (Fig. 2c and
the top panels in Fig. 3).

In the best-fit Whþ
pp model, a low-lying, compact structure of

current-carrying emerging flux lies below the main current ar-
cade in the region containing opposite-polarity ridges of vertical
field (see the perspective volume renderings in the top right panel
of Fig. 3 and also Fig. 4c). This is the site at which the energy
release in the X3.4 flare starts its impulsive phase (see Figs. 2c
and 2d ).

The flare appears to tap energy from most of the flux system
that has emerged over the preceding days; the currents in the rel-
atively high arching arcade are drastically weakened after the flare
(Figs. 4a and 4b), whereas the long fibril of concentrated current
low above the solar surface completely disappears (Figs. 4c and
4e). We interpret the flare/coronal mass ejection as a cataclysmic
energy drain from a current-carrying flux rope that emerged from
below the photosphere. The complex field evolution with many
mixed-polarity ridges that is observed in the Hinode/NFI mag-
netogram sequence suggests that the flux rope is either a bundle
of smaller strands wrapped about each other or a single rope with
internal structure both in terms of field strength and current density.
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The 8 hr interval between the SOT SP vector magnetograms is
far too long to address this issue.

With the Wh
þ
pp NLFFF model in hand, what can we say about

the topology of the preeruptive magnetic field? The field line
plots in Figure 3 can be interpreted as a low-altitude sheared ar-
cade between the spots underneath an essentially potential field
that is nearly orthogonal to the arcade; such a configuration has
been described by, e.g., DeVore &Antiochos (2000). When con-
sidering the counterclockwise rotation of the southern, positive-
polarity sunspot evident in the NFI movie (see the electronic
edition), one may alternatively infer an overall twisting of the
magnetic field, as has been observed, for example, by TRACE for
the corona over some rotating sunspots (see, e.g., Brown et al.
2002). Several distinct conceptualmodels exist for suchflux ropes.
One of these is for ‘‘included’’ flux ropes which have strong in-
ternal axial fields (that carry at most weak currents) separated
from an external field by a current layer (this concept was used in
the study by Metcalf et al. 2008). Another is for ‘‘circuit’’ flux
ropes that are produced by (thick or thin) net currents along their
axes surrounded by field lines that spiral about the current (e.g.,
Titov & Démoulin 1999; Török & Kliem 2007). Then there are
‘‘twisted’’ flux ropes that may either emerge as such (e.g., Fan &
Gibson 2004; Amari et al. 2004) or form from photospheric

vortical motions (e.g., Amari et al. 1996; Török & Kliem 2003;
Aulanier et al. 2005). These should show a large-scale bipolar di-
rect current pattern surrounded by external return currents (i.e.,
currents with opposite direction within the same magnetic polar-
ity); the existence of such patterns continues to be debated (see
Wheatland 2000 and references therein).
A potential discriminator for the applicability of any of these

concepts to NOAA AR 10930 is the distribution of preeruptive
photospheric and coronal electric currents as deduced from the vec-
tor magnetograms (Fig. 1e) and the NLFF field model (Figs. 4a,
4c, and 4e). On the scale of the entire active region, the current
pattern in NOAA AR 10930 bears a striking resemblance to that
of ‘‘twisted’’ flux ropes. Comparing the preflare column of Fig-
ure 4 with those of Figures 9 and 10 in Aulanier et al. (2005), we
see (1) a swirling bipolar pattern in jz in and immediately above
the photosphere, with concentrations at the sunspots, and arching
around the spots to form parallel lanes of vertical current located
on both sides of the large-scale neutral line between the spots;
(2) narrower and fainter return currents away from the main neu-
tral line on the edges of the current concentrations; and (3) an elon-
gated strong patch in the coronal currents right at the neutral line
with essentially horizontal currents and field. In contrast, the cur-
rent pattern of NOAA AR 10930 does not match that expected

Fig. 3.—Visualizations of the magnetic field over NOAAAR 10930 before (top) and after (bottom) the X3.4 flare, shown against the correspondingmap of Bz. Sample
field lines outline the field; white field lines close within the NLFFmodel volume, while colored field lines (purple or green for the two polarities of Bz at their base) leave
that volume to connect to more distant regions. The rendered volumes (red ) show where the electrical current densities are highest, using the same threshold level in both
panels (cf. Fig. 2c). The low-lying, compact current system below the large, high-arching currents in the top panel corresponds to the site (position A in Fig. 2d ) of the
initial brightenings of the X3.4 flare and associated coronal mass ejection. The electronic edition of the Astrophysical Journal contains the model results that do not fit as
well to the observations as the solutions here.
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for the other types of flux ropes: sheared arcades are associated
with parallel lanes of direct and return currents, ‘‘included’’ ropes
mostly show a single current shell whose photospheric footpoints
result in narrow parallel lanes, and ‘‘circuit’’ flux ropes show
unidirectional currents only.

In this picture, the preeruptive compact current-carrying struc-
ture, at the location of the strong soft X-ray emission observed
before and during the flare, would simply trace the shortest twisted
field lines of a large-scale twisted flux rope. This is based on the
expectation that a given end-to-end twist applied to short, low
field lines results in stronger currents than when the same twist is
applied to longer, higher field lines (Aulanier et al. 2005).

The interesting similarity of our model field to theoretical
models of twisted flux ropes, while consistent with the evolution
seen in the NFI magnetograms, is encouraging, but will require
confirmation beyond this single example. The relative roles of
preexisting twist below the photosphere and any added twist
during the emergence associated with plasma flows will need to
be assessed.Moreover, the current pattern shown inFigure 4 clearly
shows a strong degree of filamentation, which might have non-
negligible consequences in terms of field topology. This filamen-
tation may be a consequence of a process that is conducive to
generating smaller scales (including, e.g., the convective collapse
upon emergence) or may in fact hold the key to another forma-
tion process for the overall configuration.

The best-fit Whþ
pp solutions for the pre- and postflare obser-

vations show a decrease in the free energy from 32% of the po-
tential field energy to a postflare configuration with only 14% in
excess of the potential field model for the postflare state (Table 1).
This corresponds to a drop in free energy of 3 ; 1032 ergs, even
as the total field energy in the potential field extrapolation shows
an increase by �1032 ergs due to the continuing emergence of
flux in the 8 hr interval between the SOT SPmaps. This decrease
in free energy is adequate to power an X-class flare (with ener-
gies of 1031Y1032 ergs; Hudson 1991; Bleybel et al. 2002) as-
sociated with a coronal mass ejection (with energies up to about
1032 ergs; Hundhausen 1997).

We note that the continuing emergence of flux between the
pre- and postflare SPmaps not only causes the energy in the post-
flare potential field to be larger than the preflare potential field
(see last line in Table 1), but also causes most model fields to
have energy ratios E/Ep;pre that increase from before to after the
flare. Only the best-fitWhþ

pp model shows a drop in energy, likely
because its strong preflare currents lose more energy than the flux
emergence adds in this particular model field. Note that some
model fields have energies below that of the potential field; causes
for this anomaly were discussed for a test field by Metcalf et al.
(2008).

This exercise illustrates several problematic issues with the
NLFFF extrapolation process. First, the ‘‘preprocessing’’ of the
observed vector field yields amarked improvement in the quality
of most of the NLFF field models. The preprocessing is one way
of reducing the effect of the Lorentz forces acting in the pho-
tosphere; further studies of how best to deal with these forces
should be undertaken (along the lines of that for a model field by
Wiegelmann et al. 2008). Second, although providedwith the same
boundary conditions, only one among seven model fields based
on preprocessed boundary conditions matches the observed co-
ronal field acceptably by visual inspection based on a limited set
of key features (as measured by Qm in Table 1). This reveals the
sensitivity to details in model implementation and boundary and
initial conditions also seen in our two earlier studies (Schrijver
et al. 2006; Metcalf et al. 2008). An integral part of the latter
problem is, of course, the resolution of the 180� ambiguity in-
trinsic to the measurement of the field component perpendicular
to the line of sight (see the tests of various methods based on
known model fields described by Metcalf et al. [2006] and Li
et al. [2007]). It is clear that a systematic study of these differ-
ences between the algorithms ranging from the observations to
the final NLFF field models, and their relative merits and prob-
lems, is needed to identify one or a few of the most successful
strategies.

And, finally, we note that even the best-fit Wh
þ
pp model pro-

vides a rather poor match to the observed coronal loops. This may
be a consequence of the global nature of such loops; even if the
field locally would be modeled to within a few degrees, the in-
tegration along the path of a field line could still lead to amarkedly
different path relative to those in the true field and to observed
coronal loops. On the other hand, we note that the poormatchmay
be a consequence of an intrinsic problem of tracing field lines by
using coronal brightenings; Aulanier et al. (2005), for example,
argue that coronal S-shaped structures associated with twisted
flux ropes may not trace individual field lines, but rather are
formed by an ensemble of partially outlined loops subject to line-
of-sight integration.

Although we can measure the divergence of the field line rela-
tive to the observed loops, there is unfortunately no knownmethod
that quantifies how significant such path differences are in terms
of the field’s total energy or helicity. Both of the latter quantities

Fig. 4.—(a, b) Vertically integrated electrical currents in the Wh
þ
pp preflare

(left) and postflare (right) model fields, on the same color scale. (c, d ) Same as
(a, b), but showing the horizontal currents integrated over the lowest 6100 km
(12 pixels), using the same gray scale. (e, f ) Same as (c, d ), but for jz, with white
and black for positive and negative jz, respectively.
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are of interest to, say, space weather forecasters, but we have yet
to learn how the comparison of observed loops to model field
lines can be used to improve estimates of energy and helicity.

On the positive side, (1) the best-fit Whþpp model field com-
pares relatively well with the observed corona, and (2) the energy
estimates and the pre- to postflare energy difference suffices to
power the flare. Consequently, we think that the best available
vector-magnetographic data and NLFFF modeling techniques
support our main finding.

We conclude that the filamentary electrical currents that emerge
with the magnetic flux between the main sunspots in NOAAAR
10930 over a period of up to several days (1) carry enough energy
to power the observed major X3.4 flare and associated coronal
mass ejection, (2) are involved in the earliest impulsive phase of
the flare, and (3) show a substantial decrease in magnitude even
as their associated field lines connect over shorter distances when
comparing pre- and postflare states. Thus, our application of non-
linear force-free field modeling to state-of-the art vector field data
on a complex active region provides strong evidence in support of
the growing notion that major solar flares are directly associated

with the energy carried by electrical currents that emerge from
below the solar surface and is suggestive, at least in this case, of
an emerging twisted flux rope.

Tom Metcalf died in a skiing accident before this manuscript
was completed; we dedicate it to the memory of his friendship
and collegiality. Hinode is a Japanese mission developed and
launched by ISAS/JAXA, collaborating with NOAJ as a domestic
partner and NASA (USA) and STFC (UK) as international part-
ners. C. J. S., M. L. D., T. R. M., and G. B. were supported by
LockheedMartin Independent Research Funds. Thework of T.W.
was supported by DLR grant 50 OC 0501 and that of J. K. T. by
DFG grant WI 3211/1-1. G. V. was supported by DFG grant
HO1424/9-1. G. A. and P. D. gratefully acknowledge financial
support by the European Commission through the SOLAIRE
Network (MTRN-CT-2006-035484). M. S. W. acknowledges
generous support provided by the Observatoire de Paris enabling
travel to theworkshop. The team thanks the CIAS of Observatoire
de Paris for hosting the NLFFF4 workshop.
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